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1. Introduction. In non-relativistic quantum mechanics the Schrödinger

operator is of paramount importance. It is of the form

(1.1) A(b; V;V)<t> - f, I Mi + bM))U + V(x)<p,

where x = (x1? • • •, x„) E R", bj(x), j — 1, • • •, n and V(x) are real-valued

functions on R", d, = d/(dx}), i = \/ — 1 and <t> E®, a dense linear subset

of L2(Rn). D is called the domain of A(b; V;D) and is denoted by D(A).

The domain D and/or (6; V) will be omitted from A(b; V;~D) when no

confusion should arise. In practice, the spectral resolution of a certain

self-adjoint extension, A, of A is important.

One important technique used in studying pertinent properties of the

spectral resolution of A(b; V;D) is to represent e~A'a>, <b£L2(Rn), by the

Wiener integral of a certain functional F(b; V; <b) and then to translate

the (at least formally) transparent properties of this integral into less

transparent but important properties of A. For example, see [ 14] and

[18]. This functional integral representation has been shown to be rigor-

ously valid for the case where bj(x) =0(j= 1, •••,«), and where V(x) is

Borel measurable and bounded from below. Unfortunately, A is only

given implicitly. See [8], [9], and [10]. It is the purpose of this paper to

extend the validity of the functional integral representation of e~M<t> to

the case where b(x) = (bi(x), ■•■,bn(x)) is a sufficiently smooth vector field

which doesn't grow too rapidly at infinity, and where V(x) can have

certain negative singularities. Moreover, A will be given explicitly(2).

The Schrödinger operator containing (normal) Zeeman effect and Coulomb

interaction terms will be included.

§§2, 3, and 4 will give a brief account of functional integration, semi-

group theory and quadratic forms on a Hilbert space, respectively. They

will be needed for the main body of the paper consisting of §§5 and 6. §5

will give the statement of the theorems along with certain remarks. §6

will contain the proofs of the theorems.
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(2) The notion of local operators discussed in [8] does not apply to the situation at hand.
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We, will not, in general, repeat an argument already contained in an-

other source but will refer the reader to that source. In particular, results

from [3], [4], [8], [9], and [14] will be referred to extensively.

We would like to thank Professor E. Nelson for suggesting many improve-

ments to Theorem 1 in [l]. These suggestions led directly to the writing

of this paper.

2. Functional integration. Let W = W(Rn) be the space of continuous

functions from [ 0, ») to R". Let 9c' be the <x-field of subsets of W generated

by sets of the form {x(-) G W\ x(s) Gr), where 0 ^ s ^ t and r is a Borel

measurable subset of Rn. Let 9c = U,g09f'. Then (W,90 is a measurable

space which is often called Wiener space.

Let p°(t, x,y) be the fundamental solution (assuming p°(t, x,y) satisfies

the usual boundary conditions [19]) of the following pair of parabolic

equations:

221 - 1 Aj,' - a(b(x) -Vx)p',   d-El=±Ayp°+aVy. (b(x)p'),

where a is the Laplacian £j.i(d})2, V is the gradient operator (du •••,f3„),

b(-) is a bounded twice continuously differentiable vector field on R"

and j is a real parameter (note that b- V = ^,j=ibj(x)dj and V • (bp)

= ^1-idj(bjp)). Then there exists a family of measures \P°x\xERn\ on

(W,9f) such that, for any finite subdivision 0 = t0 < tx < ■ ■■ < tr of [0, <»)

and any sequence Ft, •••,rr of Borel subsets of R" (r = 1,2, ■■•), we have

/f[p'(tj - tj-!,Xj,Xj_i) dxx ■ ■ ■ dxr
rix — xr,. j=i

= P°x{x(-) G W\ x(tj) G r,;; = 1, • ...rj,

where x0 = x. The existence of this family of measures follows from the

fact that p'(t, x,y) determines a stationary Markov process with con-

tinuous paths(3). See [6] for further references.

To assure the measurability of certain pertinent functionals we "com-

plete" the 91' with respect to the {Pi\xERn\. We denote this "com-

pletion" by 9T' and let 97- U,ä09c'(4). See [4] for a more detailed dis-

cussion of this notion of completion.

The following functionals on W are 9cr-measurable and will be of interest

in the sequel.

A. F\t(x(-)) = <b(x(t)), where 4>EL2(Rn) and f>0.

B. F\t(x(-)) = exp[ - fo V(x(t)) dr], where V(x) is a Borel measurable,

real-valued function on R" and t > 0. We interpret the integral in the

following way: let

(*) For o = 0 this is just the Wiener process.

(*) Quotation marks will be placed around terms which are not denned precisely in this paper.

References will be given to more thorough treatments.
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V(x),

-N,

V(x) £s - N,

V(x) < — N,

and define

dr = lim
AT-.- jo

- VN(x(r)) dr

unless $ VN(x(r))dT = oo for some N, in which case let — Jo V(x(t)) dr

where b(x) is a twice continuously differentiable vector field on R" such

that f e~ax2b2(x) dx < oo for each a > 0, z is a complex number and t > 0.

(For xjGfl" x -y = _Zj"= i*/3. and we denote x-x by x2. Also, divb

= E)-i^>) _/_'&(*0')) ■ dx denotes the Ito stochastic integral of b(x)

with respect to the n-dimensional Wiener process x(t) , 0 = t < <».

D. Fg((x(-)) = L^M-)), where G is an open subset of Rn, G is the closure

of G, G,= jx(-) E W| x(t) E ÖT 0 = t = f}, is the indicator (character-

istic function) of G, and t > 0.

F}( is clearly 9F-measurable. See [7] and [8] for a discussion of F%t.

(The case treated here is slightly more general but adds no new diffi-

culties.) See [5] and [12] for a discussion of the stochastic integral. The

-*F-measurability of F^i,( will then follow immediately. See [9] for a dis-

cussion of F%.

If F is an 9F-measurable functional, then the integral of F with respect

to P. will be denoted by EZ(F), if it exists. This, of course, is the Wiener

integral. If F is an -f-measurable functional, then the integral of P with

respect to P°x will be denoted by F_(F), if it exists. F^, F%t, Fa, and

exp[ — z_£'div6(x(t)) dr] are, in fact, all Sf -measurable (see [7], [8],

and [9]).
Let </>, V, b, G be as in A, B, C, D, respectively. We then define

(Tt(zb; V;G)a>)(x) as follows:

when the integral exists. It will exist, for example, when V is bounded

from below. When G= Rn we will omit G and write (Tt(zb; V)<t>)(x). This

symbolism will be used for the remainder of the paper.

3. Semigroup theory. If {T,| t __ 0} is a strongly continuous semigroup

of operators on a Banach space B and if fi is its infinitesimal generator,

then we will denote T, by exp [ Q,]. It is a fact that

= — oo .

C. -exp

(2.1) (Tt(zb; V; G)<p)(x) = EZ(F\ ■ F%t ■ f% • F^),
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for <p EB, Re(A) > w0 = lim,^„ (1/0 log| T(l) | •   Moreover, the range of

Rx{i2) is the domain of fi and (X - ß)Äx(fi) = I. In §6 we will be interested

in the resolvent of — fi, where fi is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly

continuous semigroup and, in particular, we will need the fact that

(3.1) Ä-x(-Ü) = -RM

for Re(X) > w0. See [3, Chapter VIII], for a discussion of semigroup

theory suitable for our purpose.

4. Quadratic forms in Hilbert space. Let H be a complex Hilbert space

with inner product (•,•). Let D be a dense linear subset of H. A complex-

valued function J[<b,\l/], defined for <p, is called a Hermitian bilinear

form if J[<b,\p] = e/[f,4>] and «/[-,^] is a linear functional on H for each

tEiH- The complex conjuate of z is denoted by z~. 1) is called the domain

of J and will be denoted by $)(J). Associated with «/[•,-] is a quadratic

form J[ ■} defined by J[<t>] = J[<p,a>] for ^£D(J). It is a fact that J[ ■}

determines «/[•>•] and, hereafter, we will only consider quadratic forms.

(We will drop "quadratic" and refer only to forms.) The notion of close-

able and closed forms will be assumed to be known as well as the fact

that semi-bounded self-adjoint operators on H and semi-bounded closed

forms on H are in a natural one-to-one correspondence.

If J is a closeable form, then J will denote its closure. If A is a semi-

bounded symmetric operator on H with domain 35(A), then J[<t>] = (A<b,J>),

0£$)(A), is a closeable form and we denote its closure by Ja, where A is

uniquely determined by J (see the preceding paragraph). A is a self-

adjoint extension of A called the Friedrich's extension of A. See [15]

for a thorough treatment of these topics.

If JUJ2 are forms on H, then we will write JiQJ2 if 1>(Ji) C®(J2)

and Ji[4>] = J2[<b] for ^Dyj. We write J, ^ J2 if $(«/,) cWa) and
Ji[(b] Si J2[<t>] for </>E55(Ji). It is a fact that if Ji ^ J2 and Ji and J2

are closeable then, Jx ^ J2. If (</„) is a sequence of forms, we write Jn | if

Jn ^ Jn+u n = 1,2, • • • and Jn [ if Jn £ Jn+l, n = 1,2, • • •.

5. Theorems and remarks.

Notation. Co will denote the infinitely differentiable complex-valued

functions on Rn with compact support. If V(x) is a Borel measurable

function on Rn, let £>(V) = {*eL8(Ä")| V<bEL2(Rn)\. If <*>, \f>E L2(Rn),

let (0,^) = fHdx.

Theorem 1. Let V(x) be as in the definition of ¥%e Let b(x) be as in the

definition of FlM (see §2). Suppose that D = C0" n®( V) is dense in L2(Ä"),

and that there exists k > — °° sucft t/W

(5.1) (A(0; V;D)<p,<b) ^k{<b,4>)

for all (pED and where A(0; V;D) is defined by (1.1).
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If A = A(b; V;D) denotes the Friedrich's extension of A(b; V;D), then

exp[ — At] can be represented as follows:

(5.2) (exp[ - At)<t>)(x) = (nib; V)<b)(x) for<t>e L2(R").

Remark 5.1. When a self-adjoint operator is bounded above (such as

— A) it follows directly from spectral theory that it is the infinitesimal

generator of a strongly continuous self-adjoint semigroup.

Remark 5.2. In studying a quantum mechanical system governed by

a scalar potential V(x) and a vector potential b(x), there is some question

as to which " self-adjoint extension" of A(b; V; D) one takes as the "energy

operator" for the system. (Of course, when A (b; V;D) is essentially self-

adjoint there is no problem (see [ 11]).) If we define the Feynman integral

as the analytic extension in time t of the Wiener integral (5.2), then, from

Theorem 1, we see that the Friedrich's extension of A(b; V;D) is auto-

matically singled out as the "energy operator." See [2] and [7] for the

definition and discussion of this version of the Feynman integral.

Remark 5.3. If V is a measure of "finite energy" on R", then it is still

possible to give a meaning to fo V(x(t)) dr (see [6]) and thus the ana-

lysis of this paper should apply to such "scalar potentials" provided the

"associated quadratic form" is still semi-bounded. However, we will not

pursue this problem at this time.

In the following, G will be an open subset of R" whose boundary has

(Lebesgue) measure zero. Moreover, L2(G) will be considered as a closed

subspace of L2(Rn) in the standard way.

Theorem 2. Let V(x) and b(x) be as in Theorem 1. Let

®g(V) = \<t>eL2(G)\ V<t>EL2(G)}

and assume DG = D(A(->; 0; C0°)) P|Dg( V) is dense in L2(G) and that there

exist k > — co such that ({A(b;0; Co) + V\(t>,<t>) __ k((p,<p) for all (pEiDg.

If AG denotes the Friedrich's extension of A(6;0;C0°°) + V considered as

a symmetric semi-bounded operator on L2(G) with domain Dc„ then exp[— AGt]

can be represented as follows:

(exp[ - AGt]<t>)(x) = (Tt(ib; V;G)<b)(x) for<t>eL2(G).

Remark 5.4. As in Theorem 1, A(b;0;Co) denotes the Friedrich's

extension of A(&;0;C<T). In this special case the Friedrich's extension is

merely the closure of A(6;0;C0°°) (see [ll]). Without loss of generality

we can and do assume V(x) = 0 for ieJG.

Remark 5.5. It should be remarked that the Friedrich's extension of

a semi-bounded symmetric operator can be constructed in an explicit

manner (see, e.g., [3, XII. 5] or [15]). This is what was meant when we

stated in the introduction that, "A will be given explicitly."

6. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2.
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Proof of Theorem 1. We will first prove three lemmas which are special

cases of the theorem.

Lemma 1. Let V(x) be a bounded, Borel measurable real-valued function

on R".  Let b(x) = • • -,bn(x)) be a twice continuously differentiate

vector field on R" which has compact support.

Then A(b; V;Co) = A, the Friedrich'^ extension of A{b; V;Cö), is the

L2-closure of A{b;B;Co) and exp[ - At] can be represented as follows:

(6.1) (exp[ - At]<b)(x) = (T,(ib; V)<b)(x) for <b E L2(Rn).

Proof. A(b; V; Co) is clearly semi-bounded (from below) and symmetric.

Ikebe and Kato [ll] have shown that it is essentially self-adjoint and,

hence, the Friedrich's extension and L2-closure coincide. Thus it remains

to verify (6.1). This will be done in essentially two steps. We will first

establish a formula similar to (6.1) for Tt(ab; V), where a is real. Then,

by analytic extension arguments, we will verify (6.1).

Let a be a real number and a>EL2(Rn). It is known (see [4] and [17])

that

(T((«t6; V)0)M = El I exp[ |cr2J^' b2(x(r)) dr - X-adiv b(x(r)) dr

(6.2) °

- Jo V(x(r))dr ]</>(()} •

Moreover, it is known that the right-hand side of (6.2) defines a strongly

continuous semigroup on L2(R") whose infinitesimal generator is

4>„ = £2, + 1 c2b\x) - l- a div b - V(X),       D (*.) = ® (Q.),

and where ft„ is the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous

semigroup U° defined as follows:

(Ufr)(x) = f p°(t,x,y)<p(x)dy

for $ E L2(R") (see [8]). The next step is to explicity determine ß„ (and,

hence, D(fi„)).

If <t>ECö it is known that <t>{x,t) = (U°<p)(x) is twice continuously

differentiable in x = (xh • • •, x„), once continuously differentiable in t

(t > 0) and is a solution of

(6.3) ^ = l^-aib-V)«,   \\<p(x,t) - 0(x) ||2 —0 asi^O,
at I

where ||   ||2 is the usual L2-norm (see [3], §8).

On the other hand, if Ä denotes the L2-closure of A considered as an

operator on Co and dj,j— 1, • • •, n, denotes the L2-closure of dp j = 1, • •., n,

considered as an operator on Co, then
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Q.^^Ä- _-(&• V),

with $>(-2„) = 55(A), is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous

semigroup on L2(Rn) and <£(x,t) = (exp [$..<]<*>) (x), 0ECo°°, is a solution

of

-£ = -_<£- o-(b- V)0,   ||0(jc,0 — 0(jc)||2—»0 asr^O.
at _

These results follow directly from the Phillip's perturbation formula (see

[3, Theorem VIII. 1.19]) which is applicable here since D(6 • V) __■$(_)
and, for iEL2(Rn),

djj p\t,x, y)iA(y) dy
V(2tt0'

Because of the special properties of the "unperturbed" semigroup

which is generated by p°(t,x,y) = (2vt) ~"/2exp[ — (x — y)2/2t], we have,

in addition, from the Phillip's perturbation formula, that 4>(x,t) is twice

continuously differentiable in x, once continuously differentiable in t and

thus actually is a solution of (6.3). Hence from standard uniqueness the-

orems (see [3, Theorem XIV. 8.1]) we have <p(x,t) = <j>(x,t), t>0, and,

since Co" is dense in L2(R"), we have U°, = exp[fi„f] or, equivalently, that

fi„ = Q„. From the remark just after (6.2), we have

(6.4) (Tt(*b; V)tf>)(x) = (exp[<_..]0)(x),

where

_>„ =       - ab ■ V - ^trdivfe + \a2b - V,°    2 2 2

D(*„) = D(A), a is real and <t>£L2(Rn).

Again applying the Phillip's perturbation to the right-hand side of (6.4)

(treating — ab • V — ̂  o-divft + . o-2b2 — V as the perturbation), we see

that it can be extended to an entire (vector-valued) function in a for fixed

t and cb. Setting a = i, we see that *,; = — A (ft; V; Co). Thus we will be

finished if we can show T,(ab; V)<p is also an entire (vector-valued) func-

tion in a for fixed ( and </> E L2 R1).

For a a complex number we have

£„{|exp[ -(^aj\(x(r)).dx+^a^divb(x(r))dr

(6.5) + j*o' V(x(t))ov)] I k(x(())| j

^exp^Re^i^ + i^IRe*! + K3)t] Uf** | 01 (x),
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where Kx = supxeRnb2(x), K2 = supxGÄn|div&(jt)|, and K3= $upxeRn\V(x)

Thus if we consider

for <j>, ̂ G L2(R"), we see from (6.5) that the (contour) integral commutes

both with the inner product and the Wiener integral (Tt(ab; V)<j>)(x) and

thus

since the integrand of the Wiener integral is an entire function in a (with

probability 1). Thus (6.6) implies Tt(ab; V)<f> is an entire function in a for

fixed t and <b G L2(R"). Combining this with the preceding paragraph,

we have

which was to be proved.

Remark 6.1. Prokhorov's result (6.2) is a probabilistic result and, con-

sequently, depends on the fact that a is real. Thus we were forced to get

to the case a = i rather indirectly. It would be nice to have a proof that

avoids analytic extension arguments and treats T,(ib; V) directly. It is

not hard to show directly that Tt(ib; V) is a strongly continuous semi-

group but to show it is self-adjoint and to determine the infinitesimal

generator seem to be more difficult.

Lemma 2. Let V{x) be as in Lemma 1 and b(x) as in Theorem 1. Then

A(b; V; Co) = A, the Friedrich's extension of A{b; V; Co), is the L2-closure

of A(b; V; Co), and exp[ — At] can be represented as follows:

(exp[- At^)(x) - (Tt{ib; V)<b){x)

for<bEL2(Rn).

Proof. Since A(b;V;Cö) is essentially self-adjoint (see [ll]) the L2-

closure of A(b; A; Co) is also the Friedrich's extension A (6; V;Co). Thus

it remains to verify the representation of exp[ — At].

The main idea of the proof is to approximate b(x) by bounded vector

fields bm{x), and then pass to the limit using Lemma 1, bounded conver-

gence theorems, and the fact that the "limit" of self-adjoint semigroups

is a self-adjoint semigroup.

Let (bm(x)), m = 1,2, • • •, be a sequence of bounded twice continuously

differentiable vector fields on R" such that bm(x) = b(x) for x2 ̂  m2, (6m(x))2

^62(x) and bm(x) vanishes outside a compact set(5). Thus, limm^„ 6;m(x)

(6.6)

(Tt(ib; V)0)(x) = (exp[*,t]<*>)(x) = (exp[ - Ar]0)(x)

t5) The construction of such bm(x) would be tedious but straightforward and will not be given

here.
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= bj(x), j = 1, ■ ■ .,n, and all i£Ä" and, hence,

(6.7) lim f bn(x(r)) • dx = ( b(x(r)) ■ dx,

in Pi measure, for each r£Ä" (see [5, §3, Remark 2]). From (6.7) it

clearly follows that

m—»od

in P°x measure, for each x £ Rn. This, combined with the fact that

|F;(x(.)) -F2,,«-)) -F?A(x(.))| _ exp[K.]|0(x(.))|,

where K = supieÄn| V(x) | and <pGL2(R"), implies that

lim(Tt(ibm; V)0)(x) = (Tt(ib; V)<p)(x)
m—> oo

for each x £ R". This is just an application of the dominated convergence

theorem for abstract integrals. Not also that

\(Tt(ibm; V)«)(x)|2   2K'\EX{ |*(x(t))| ||2

and, thus,

(6.8) lim||T,(ibm; V)i> - T,(ib; V)<b\\2 = 0

and

(6.9) mibm;V)<bh^2eK'\\<P\\2

for t Si 0 and 0£L2(i?"). It follows from general operator theory that

T,(ib; V) is a self-adjoint semigroup which is bounded on [0,r] by 2cX(.

In fact, from Lemma 22.3.1 in [10], it follows that T,(ib; V) is strongly

continuous on (0, °°).

It remains to be shown that Tt(ib; V) is strongly continuous (on [0, <»))

and has — A as infinitesimal generator. Let

R?4> = JQ e-"Tt(ibm; V)<t> dt;     RX<P = f ~ e'uT,(U>; V)<bdt

for ReX> K and <b £ L2(Rn). The integrals are interpreted as Bochner

integrals. From (6.8) and (6.9) it follows that

lim \\RTcb- -?x««2 = 0
m —.00

for <p£L2(Rn). This implies that the infinitesimal generator Ü of Tt(ib; V)

is an extension of — A (b; V; C<T). The proof of this fact will be omitted

since it is essentially the same as the proof of an analogous result given in

[8, p. 1590]. Since the range of Ry is the domain of fi it follows that the

range of Rx is dense in L2(R") and, thus, by Theorem 22.3.2 in [ 10], T,(ib; V)
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is strongly continuous on [0, °°) and Q is a self-adjoint extension of

— A(b;V;Co). Since A(b;V;Co) is essentially self-adjoint, fi=— A,

which completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3. Let V, b and D be as in Theorem 1 and, for N = 1,2, • • •, let

,V{x),   ifV(x)> -N,
VN{x) - {

( - N,   if V(x) £ - N.

If A(b;VN;D) = AN denotes the Friedrich's extension of A{b;VN;D),

then exp[ — ANt] can be represented as follows:

(exp[ - ANt]<b)(x) = (Tt(ib; VN)4>)(x)

for<bEL2(Rn).

Proof. For m = 1,2, let

tVN(x), ifVN(x)<m,
Wx) =

\ m, if Vat(x) ?i m.

By using essentially the same arguments that were used in the proof of

Lemma 2, we see that T,(ib; VN) is a strongly continuous self-adjoint

semigroup whose infinitesimal generator QN is a self-adjoint extension of

-A(b;VN;D) and

(6.10) lim \RX(-A(b; V%; C0"))« - RM<t>h = 0

for <bEL2(Rn) and Re\> N.

It remains to be shown that = — A N. To accomplish this we will use

quadratic forms in Hilbert space. For <b E C<T define the quadratic forms

Jm[<b] = (A(b; VH; Co)<b,4>), m = 1,2, • • ■, and for <t>ED, define the quad-
ratic form J[<b] = (A(6; V; D)cp,<b). Clearly Jm^J and Jm] and thus

Jm =      v&qT) ̂  J = Jan and Jm I . From (3.1) and (6.10) we see that

lim \\R,(A{b; Vfr, (%))* - Äx( - q)*||2 = 0

for <t>EL2{Rn) and ReX < - N. Thus, from Theorem 10.1, part i, in [15]

we conclude limmJ0„ Jm = J_n ^ J^. On the other hand, by a direct cal-

culation we observe that supJmDJÄN, where 3)(supJJ = \<t>ECo\

limm^.„Jm[0] exists} and sup Jm[ <p] = limm_.„ «/„,[#]. Thus, from The-

orem 10.1, part ii, in [ 15] we have that Jän ^ J-a and, thus, — fi = AN

or, equivalently, S2 = — AN, which completes the proof of the lemma.

We will now conclude the proof of Theorem 1. First note that if V^x)

is as in Lemma 3, then

(6.11) |T,(0; VJUS^'hh

for <t>EL2(Rn). This follows from the fact that - A(0; VN; D) and, hence,

— A(0; VN; D) are bounded above by |A| (see 5.1) and thus
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where \E"\ is the spectral resolution of the identity associated with

- A(0; VN;D). The equation (6.12) clearly implies (6.11).

In addition, note that, for <b(EL2(Rn),

(6.13) \(Tt(ib; VN)<fi)(x) \    {(T,(0; V)\<b\)(x) } G L2{Rn);

(6.14) lim(Tt(ib; VN)d>)(x) = (nib; V)<b)(x)

for almost all x (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) and thus

(6.15) IWbiVMiZ^'l+Ui

(6.16) lim I Tt(ib; VN)<t> - nib; V)<b\2 = 0.
at— -

Equation (6.13) follows (6.11) and the fact that

\(T,(ib; VN)4>)(x)\    (T,(0; VN)\<t>\)(x) ] (Tt(0; V)\<b\)(x).

Equation (6.13) in turn implies 0 (T((0; V)\<p\)(x) < «> for almost all

x which, combined with the fact that

|^(x(-)) -F^(x(.))-^ti,(x(-))| ^exp[ V(x(T))dr]|*(x«))|,

implies (6.14).

Just as in the proof of Lemma 2, (6.15) and (6.16) imply that T,(ib; V)

is a strongly continuous self-adjoint semigroup whose infinitesimal gener-

ator Q is a self-adjoint extension of — A(b;V;D). Moreover,

(6.17) lim iÄx(- Ä(b; VN;D)4> - RM)4>h = 0

for <b G L2(R") and ReX < |*|.

It remains to be shown that fi = — A{b; V;D). For <p G A define the

quadratic forms JN[ <b] = (A(b; VN; D)<t>, <b) for iV=l,2,--- and J[<t>]

= (A{b; V; D)</>,</>). Clearly JN^J for all N and JN |. From (3.1), (6.17)

and Theorem 10.2 in [15] we have that J_a =_ Ja»;V;D)- On the other hand,

both - fi and A{b; V;D) extend A(b; V;D) and, since A(b; V;D) is the

Friedrich's extension of A(b;V;D), we have, by Theorem 8.3 in [15],

that J-a ^ JMb-,v,D) and thus fi = - A(b; V; D), which completes the
proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. We will only give the details of the proof for the

case where supxeG| V(jc) I = K < °°. The proof of the general case will

then follow closely the proof of Theorem 1 after Lemmas 1 and 2 had been

established.
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Thus, for the remainder of the proof, we will assume | V(x) | is bounded

in G by K and let

r
I n,

Reasoning as in [9, Theorem 4.1], we see that

(6.18) lim || Tt(ib; Vn)4> - Tt(ib; V; G)<p\\ 2 = 0
n—> cd

and

nib; V;G).XG=XG.nib; V;G),

where xc is the natural projection of L2(Rn) on L2(G) and a>EL2(Rn).

Thus from (6.18), Lemma 2 and the fact that

(6.19) \\Tt(ib; VJcbh^ eK'-\\<t>h,

we conclude that Tt(ib; V;G) is a self-adjoint semigroup of operators on

L2(g) which is bounded on bounded sets of t. It will be strongly continuous

on [ 0, oo) if the range of

Rk = f~e-"nib; V;G)d\,

for ReX >^K, is dense in L2(G) (by Theorem 22.3 in [ 10]). It is clear that

DcQ^iMb; Vn;CZ)) and thus, for 4>EDG, there exists i„EL2(Rn) such

that

<b = R,(-Mb; Vn;Co))fn

for Re X > K and thus

tn=\\-{-A(b;Vn;Co*))\<b
(6.20)

= (X + A(6;0;C0-)+ V)</> = * £ L2(G).

But from (6.18) and (6.19) we have

lim ||i?x(- A(b; Vn; CQ1H - Rrfh = 0

and hence Rx\p = <b. Since DG is dense in L2(G) and we have just shown

the range of Rx contains DG, we have that Tt(ib; V;G) is a strongly con-

tinuous self-adjoint semigroup of operators on L2(G).

It remains to be shown that $2 = — AG, where Q is the (self-adjoint)

infinitesimal generator of T,(ib; V;G). Since T,(ib; V;G) is strongly con-

tinuous, Rx = Äx(fi) which, combined with (6.20), imply that

(X - Q)* = * = (X 4- A(b; 0; C0") + V)<b

for <b G DG and thus Q D — AG.

On the other hand, let J be the closed form associated with A (b; V; C0°°)
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+ V (A (6; 0) + V is already self-adjoint since V is bounded) and let 3)(Jc)

= {*e$(e/)| xg0 = </>) and define J_{*] = «/[*], for </>G.D(JG). It is

clear that JG is a closed form in L2(G) and, in fact, can be represented

as follows:

Jaicb}^ (\Mb;0;Co) + V - K\1/2<b, \ A(6; 0; C0") + V - K]1'2**) + #.(*,*).

This implies (see [15, Theorem 4.2]) that {A(&;0;C0~) + V-K(1/2, with

domain 5)(JG), is a self-adjoint operator on L2(G) and thus A(fe;0;C0°°)

+ V with domain Z)G, i.e., AG, is a self-adjoint operator on L2(G). Since

self-adjoint operators are maximal symmetric, we have Q = — AG and

Theorem 2 is proved.
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